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NTC Job #5886-2002

SECTION 1
SPECIFICATION FOR ASBESTOS ABATEMENT
MUSEUM ADMINISTRA TION OFFICE
FIFTH FLOOR
SECTION 1-A
Description of Work
The work specified herein shall be the abatement of asbestos-containing materials by
certified personnel trained, knowledgeable, and qualified in the techniques of asbestos
abatement including removal, handling, and disposal of asbestos-contaminated materials,
along with the subsequent cleaning of asbestos-contaminated surfaces and areas.
More specifically, if selected, the asbestos abatement involves the base bid removal of
asbestos floor tile mastic, asbestos insulated pipefittings and sprayed-on fireproofing
insulation from the selected areas of the Fifth Floor of the Administration Offices of the
Museum.
The Contractor is responsible to ensure that carpeting and floor tile not abated during this
project is not compromised by water. Any water damaged tile and or carpeting will be
replaced at the cost of the Contractor.
The Contractor is responsible in removing and disposing of all electrical lighting fixtures
and florescent light bulbs.
The Contractor is responsible in removing and disposing as non-asbestos materials
suspended ceiling tiles and interior metal grid support. Exterior metal supports will remain
in place.
Asbestos floor tile mastic shall be removed by hand scrapping techniques to a smooth
surface and the built-up surfaces shall require mechanical grinding equipment in order to
establish a smooth surface. The use of any chemical strippers are not allowed during this
project.
Upon the successfully completion of the asbestos abatement project, an independent
engineering team will conduct inspections of the structural steel and ventilation system
prior to the application of the replacement fireproofing.
Upon the application of the replacement fireproofing, the Contractor will conduct fine
cleaning and remove critical barriers prior to releasing area to the Owner.
The Contractor shall supply all labor, materials, services, insurance, permits, and
equipment necessary to carry out the work in accordance with all applicable Federal, State,
and Local Regulations and these Specifications.
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SECTION 1-B
Scope of Work STEPHEN R. BROADHEAD, DESIGN CONSULTANT # DC-0018, ME
The Scope of Work addresses work practices for Asbestos Abatement and Air Monitoring
that may supersede the general requirements detailed in the Section 2A of this document,
and are not superseded by any additional requirements. If General Conditions need to be
changed, additions to Supplementary Conditions or deleting/modifying the General
Conditions is appropriate. The specific items as listed in this Scope of Work shall be the
preferred abatement practices and shall be deemed the applicable and excepted methods
during the extent of this project.
The Scope of Work required under this specification is as follows:
General Work Area Preparation
The abatement contractor will be responsible for establishing the work area(s) in
accordance with the State of Maine Asbestos Management Regulations, Chapter 425,
Section 9, and this specification.
Establish the asbestos control area for each work area location utilizing barrier tape
marked "danger asbestos ".
Post OSHA warning signs at all entrances to the regulated areas.
Utilize HEPA filtered vacuum equipment and wet wipe techniques to pre-clean existing
objects and structures which may be contaminated prior to the abatement project. Settled
dust above the suspended ceiling will contain asbestos fibers, therefore, pre-cleaning is
essential so that airborne fibers do not further contaminate the ambient air during the
installation of critical barriers.
Prior to the installation of critical barriers and wall covering, a single layer of 0.45 EPDM
shall be applied throughout the area in order to control water from infiltrating the floors
below, but also to protect the carpeting and floor tile that are remaining in place.
Install critical barriers utilizing a single layer of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting and duct tape
on doors, windows, drains and air supply vents. All electrical, telephone, and pipe
penetrations shall be isolated with expanding foam insulation (Approximately 76
penetrations).
Cover all stationary objects with a double layer of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting and seal
with duct tape.
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Install decontamination facilities and waste load-outs contiguous to each regulated work
area as outlined in the Drawing.
Install a full negative pressure enclosure utilizing a double layer of 6-mil polyethylene
sheeting and duct tape on all gypsum wallboard and a single layer on all painted concrete
block surfaces.
Install the HEPA filtered negative air equipment as illustrated on the Drawing so as to
provide four (4) air changes per hour and maintain a negative air pressure differential of
-0.02 inches of water column relative to the air pressure external to the regulated work
areas.

General Removal Requirements
All asbestos-containing materials shall be adequately wetted during the removal process
utilizing amended water.
During the removal of the sprayed of fireproofing, all debris and standing water shall be
vacuumed and package simultaneously in order to avoid crusting of fireproofing and to
control water from infiltrating to the floor below.
All asbestos-containing materials shall be maintained in a wetted condition and
packaged immediately so as to minimize release of airborne particles.
All personnel inside the regulated areas shall wear respiratory protection as deemed
appropriate through the contractors exposure monitoring program, and shall be dressed in
full-body disposable clothing.
Removed waste shall be packaged for disposal by double bagging in 6-mil polyethylene
bags or packaged into fiber drums, as per the general specifications. Asbestos containing
materials prior to bagging that may puncture disposal bags or wraps, shall be enclosed with
burlap or other suitable material that will prevent bag or wrap failure.
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Asbestos-Containing Materials - Removal Quantities
Base Bid Removal
Asbestos Floor Tile & Mastic
The estimated total amount of floor tile & mastic is 1,808 square feet.
The following areas contain asbestos floor tile and mastic:
Room #506: approximate amount 98 square feet; Room #509: approximate amount 160 square
feet; Room #511: approximate amount 320 square feet under carpet; Room #513: approximate
amount 140 square feet; Room #515: approximate amount 308 square feet under carpet;
Hallways: approximate amount 1,030 square feet
Note: The remaining Rooms either containing new floor tile or new carpet that shall remain
intact and the Contractor is responsible replacement of any damaged items.
Sprayed-On Fireproofing
The approximate amount of sprayed-on fire proofing to be abated is 8,600 square feet.
Asbestos fireproofing up to 2 inches is applied on all steel beams and over spray is identified on
the entire corrugated steel deck, electrical conduit, bare wiring and piping.
Insulated Pipe Fittings
Asbestos mud is applied on approximately twenty-four (24) elbows and tees above the
suspended ceiling. The remaining fiberglass insulation is to be removed and packaged as
asbestos waste.
The abatement will be undertaken in Two Phases:
Phase I:

Abatement will take place in the following areas: Rooms # 502, 504, 521,
523, 525, Reception, Inner Core and Associated Hallway. See drawing for
details.

Phase II:

Abatement will take place in the following areas: Rooms 506, 507, 508,
509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 515, 517, custodial closet and associated hallway.
See drawing for details.

Application of Non Asbestos Fire Proofing Material
Upon the successful completion of the asbestos containing materials, the negative air
filtration equipment and poly enclosure will remain operating and in place until the Replacement
Fireproofing Material has been applied. Upon completion of the Fire Proofing Application, the
Contractor will perform fine cleaning of the area, prior to release to the Owner.
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AIR MONITORING PROGRAM

Background Monitoring
Prevalent fiber levels in the proposed work areas shall be assessed through ambient air
sampling and will involve at least two area samples per work area.

Monitoring During Asbestos Abatement
Area monitoring shall be conducted during asbestos abatement activities within the
asbestos control area to include, but not be limited to, sampling in the following locations:
Decon Clean Room
HEPA Exhaust(s)
Waste Load-Out
Fourth Floor Exhibit

-

2per
2per
2per
2per

8hourshift
8hourshift
8hourshift
8hourshift

If at any time during the abatement, airborne fiber concentrations outside of the
containment exceed 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter of air, the abatement shall cease until
the source of the contamination is identified and resolved.

Clearance Air Monitoring
Upon successful completion of a visual inspection in compliance with ME DEP CMR
425.10 (D)(1) the work area(s) may be air clearanced sampled. Air clearance monitoring
shall be conducted by the Client’s Representative, Northeast Test Consultants' ME DEP
Air Monitor and Air Analyst. Air clearance sampling shall be performed in accordance
with ME DEP CMR 425.10 (D)(2) and in designated locations as referenced on the
Drawing.
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SECTION 1-C
Bidding Requirements
The Bidder acknowledges that by submitting a bid, he has investigated and is satisfied as
to all conditions, which may impact the work progress, procedures, or completion of this
project. These conditions may include, but are not limited to, the physical conditions of
the site which may affect site access, handling, and storage of tools and materials, adhesion
qualities of material to be removed, access to water, electricity, or other utilities that may
otherwise affect performance of work.
The site investigations should include, in addition to the above, the character and quantity
of all subsurface and surface obstacles, which may be encountered during the work.
Obtaining this information is the responsibility of the Bidder, however, certain information
may be available from the Client or Client's Representative.
Failure by the Bidder to acquaint himself with available information will not absolve him
of the responsibility for properly and accurately estimating the difficulty or cost associated
with completing the work. The Client does not accept responsibility for conclusions or
interpretations made by the Bidder based on information provided by the Client.
The Contractor assumes full responsibility and liability for acquiring any license or
permission to utilize patented processes or systems which may be needed to complete the
work in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101. The Contractor will indemnify the
Client, or those acting with the Client, against any claims resultant of patent infringement
by the hired abatement contractor.
The Client reserves the right to reject any and all bids for any reason that serves the
best interest of the Client. The Client also reserves the right to waive any technicality
or irregularity to bid.
Site Inspection
No bids will be accepted by the Client from any Bidder who has not inspected the
site either in person or through a qualified designated representative.
Pre Bid Meeting
Bidders shall attend a pre-bid meeting to be held:
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

February 11, 2002
2:00 PM
State of Maine Cultural Building
Lobby
Augusta, Maine

Attendance at this meeting by the Bidder or his qualified representative is a
mandatory prerequisite for the acceptance of a bid from any Bidder.
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Discrepancies
Should a Bidder find discrepancies in the plans and/or specifications or should he be
in doubt as to the meaning or intent of any part thereof, the Bidder must, no later
than two (2) days prior to the bid submittance closing, request clarification from the
Client=s Representative, James Guzelian, Northeast Test Consultants.
Failure to request such clarification hereby waives any future claim by the Bidder
from the Client, State of Maine, for additional expense incurred later, by reason of
interpretation by the Bidder.
Explanations of Drawings
Explanations desired by a prospective Bidder regarding the Contract drawings,
Specifications, or other Bid Documents shall be requested in writing no later than
five (5) days prior to the bid closing. Requests shall include the Contract number
and shall be directed to the Client=s Representative, James Guzelian, Northeast Test
Consultants.
Bid Security
Not applicable.
Performance and Payment Bonds
As a prerequisite to signing the Contract and prior to the expiration of five (5) days
following notification of award, the Bidder shall have furnished 100% Performance
and Payment Bonds should the Base Bid Cost exceed $25,000.00. Certificates of
Insurance shall be submitted on the award of Bid. Other security instruments
acceptable to the Client may be substituted for Bonding.
Bidder Experience
The Bidder shall demonstrate successful prior experience on asbestos abatement
projects of similar nature and scope through the submittal of letters of reference from
the Clients including name, address and telephone number of a contact person
knowledgeable about the Bidder's work. A minimum of three (3) references is
required.
Record of Citations and Penalties
Bidder shall submit a notarized statement signed by an officer of the company
containing the following information:
A record of any citations issued by Federal, State, or Local Regulatory
Agencies relating to asbestos abatement activity. Include project dates and
resolutions.
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A list of penalties incurred through non-compliance with asbestos abatement project
specifications including liquidated damages and overruns.
Situations in which asbestos-related contract have been terminated including
projects, dates, and reasons for terminations.
A listing of any asbestos-related legal proceedings or claims in which the Bidder (or
employees expected to be employed on this project) has been participants or is
currently involved.
Failure to submit above items will result in disqualification of bid package.
Responsibility of Contractor
The Contractor shall have a valid State o f Maine DEP Asbestos Contractor's license
to perform asbestos abatement work.
The Contractor shall permit only those who hold valid State o f Maine DEP asbestos
certification to engage in work on the asbestos project.
The Contractor shall be responsible to sub-contract a State of Maine Master
Electrician to hook up electrical power panel to meet the demands of this project.
The Contractor shall be responsible to sub-contract a State of Maine Master
Electrician to disconnect any Motion Detectors and any Smoke Detectors. Owner
will provide guidance.
The Contractor is to remove any fiberglass wrap insulation on existing air supply
lines as well as any blanket insulation above ceilings.
The Contractor shall be responsible to clean and store all supply and return air
diffusers, and store and replace upon completion of this project.
All office doors will be removed and stored in the designated area, and on
completion of this project doors are to be replaced by the Contractor.
The Contractor shall be responsible to clean any residual fireproofing material once
application has been completed.
The Contractor shall apply a bridging and penetrating encapsulating material onto to
all inaccessible asbestos fireproofing and spray areas with fuchsia paint.
Failure to submit requested documentation or the submission of incorrect
information/documentation will, at the Client's discretion, result in automatic
disqualification of the bid package.
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SECTION 1-D

Insurance Requirements
The State of Maine Bureau of General Services shall be added as additional
insured on the Contractors General Liability Policy and the Contractors General
Liability Policy shall include the O w ners and Contractors Protective Liability
Coverage.
The Contractor shall show proof that the Contractor has liability insurance
covering the activities involving the removal, repair, and handling of asbestoscontaining materials which protect the Contractor and Owner from claims
resulting from asbestos abatement activity. The liability limits shall be the same
as those described in General Liability Coverage.
Asbestos Specific Insurance, such as Environmental Impairment Liability in an
occurrence form, is waived in the event the General Liability Coverage extends to
and does not exclude asbestos abatement work. Otherwise, Asbestos Specific
Insurance is required.
A.

Workers Compensation Insurance
The Contractor or any sub-contractor shall take out and maintain during the life of
the contract Workmen's Compensation Insurance for all of his employees employed
at the Site of the Project, and, in case any Work is sublet, the Contractor shall require
the Subcontractor similarly to provide Workmen's Compensation Insurance for all of
the latter's employees unless such employees are covered by the protection afforded
by the Contractor.
In case any class of employees engage in Hazardous Work under this Contract at the
Site of the Project is not protected under the Workmen's Compensation Statute. The
Contractor shall provide and shall cause each Subcontractor to provide for the
protection of his employees not otherwise protected.
Contractor or any sub-contractor shall submit a certification of general liability
insurance for personal injury, occupational disease, sickness or death, and property
damage.
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B.

Comprehensive General Liability
1.

2.

3.

4.

Bodily Injury
a)

Each Occurrence

$1,000,000.00

b)

Aggregate

$1,000,000.00

Property Damage (Including Completed Operations Broad Form)
a)

Each Occurrence

$1,000,000.00

b)

Aggregate

$1,000,000.00

Personal Injury
a)

Each Occurrence

$1,000,000.00

b)

General Aggregate

$1,000,000.00

Automobile Liability Owned,
Non-Owned and Hired
a)

Bodily Injury
Each Person

$ 500,000.00

b)

Bodily Injury
Each Occurrence

$ 500,000.00

c)

Property Damage
Each Occurrence

$ 500,000.00
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SECTION 1-E

Applicable Standards and Guidelines

General Requirepients
All work performed under this Contract shall be done in strict accordance with all
applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, standards and codes governing asbestos
abatement and any other trade utilized during the work.
The most recent edition of the relevant regulation, standard document, or code shall be in
effect. Where conflict among the requirements or with these specifications exists, the most
stringent requirement shall govern.
The Contractor shall have copies of all relevant standards, regulations, codes, and other
applicable documents, including these specifications, available in the clean area of the
work site at all times.
Specific Regulatory Requirements
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations
Section 1910.1001 - General Industry
Standard for Asbestos.
Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations
Section 1910.134. General Industry Standard
For Respiratory Protection.
Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations
Section 1926.1101 Asbestos in Construction Industry.
Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations
Section 1910.20. Access to Employee
Exposure and Medical Records.
Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations
Section 1910.1200. Hazard Communication.
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Environmental Protection Agency
Title 40. Code of Federal Regulations
Part 61 NESHAP Subparts A and M (General
Provisions and Asbestos Standards, respectively).
Title 40. Code of Federal Regulations
Part 763: Asbestos-in-Schools Rule
Worker Protection Rule AFIERA
Department of Transportation
Title 49. Code of Federal Regulations.
Part 171 and 172. Hazardous Substances.

State Regulations
State of Maine, Department of Environmental Protection
Asbestos Management Regulations, Chapter 425.
State of Maine, Department of Environmental Protection, Solid Waste Management
Regulations, Chapter 405.
State of Maine, Department of Environmental Protection, Non-Hazardous Waste
Transporter Licensing Regulations, Chapter 411.
American National Standard Institute (ANSI) Publications
Z9.2-79

Fundamentals Governing the Design and Operation of Local Exhaust
Systems.

Z88.2-80 Practices for Respiratory Protection.
State Electrical Code
The State o f Maine adopts "The National Electric Code", 1996 edition.
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SECTION 1-F

Submittals and Notices
The Contractor shall provide submittals and notices addressing the following:
Asbestos Abatement Notification of Demolition & Renovation
For any asbestos abatement project, the Contractor shall send written notification as
specified in NESHAP 40 CFR Subpart M and State of Maine DEP regulations 06
096 CMR, Chapter 425, (Section 6):
Asbestos Coordinator
Maine Dept, of Environmental Protection
State blouse Station #17
Augusta, ME 04333
Telephone No: (207) 289-2651

Copies of Notification and Waiver Requests shall be submitted to the Client and
the Client's Representative prior to start of the project.
Disposal of Asbestos-Containing Material
All asbestos-containing materials or asbestos-contaminated materials shall be
properly packaged and labeled as specified in the EPA, OSHA and DOT regulations
(see Specific Regulatory Requirements. Page 11).

Contractor Certification and Employee Training and Registration
The Contractor shall submit to the Client or the Authorized representative a copy of
the valid State of Maine License for the Asbestos Abatement Company and each
employee's certification.
The Contractor shall also submit to the Client or the Authorized representative
copies of training certificates from the EPA approved training course for each
employee involved in the project.
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Medical Records
The Contractor shall submit documentation from a physician that all employees or
agents who may be exposed to airborne asbestos in excess of background levels
have been medically examined to determine whether they are physically capable
of working while wearing the respirator required without suffering adverse health
effects. Also submit evidence that employees have received medical monitoring
as required by OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1001 and OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101.
Drawings and Removal Plan
The Contractor shall submit drawings for layout and construction of decontamination
enclosure systems and barriers for isolation of the work area as detailed in this
specification and as required by applicable regulations.
Northeast Test Consultants shall supply original drawings for notation of
containment details.
The Contractor shall submit manufacturer certification that HEPA vacuum units,
ventilation systems, and other local exhaust ventilation equipment conform to ANSI
Z9.2-79.
The Contractor shall submit the appropriate NIOSH/MSFIA approvals for all
respiratory protective devices used on site.
The Contractor shall submit the "Asbestos Removal Plan" detailing the work
procedures to be used along with the name of the Project Supervisor who will
participate in the project. Also included in the plan shall be the location of asbestos
control areas, change and decontamination rooms, disposal procedures, type of
wetting agent, encapsulants, and the location and number of negative air ventilation
units to be used. This asbestos removal plan shall conform to the requirements of all
applicable regulations as cited with the contract specifications. The Removal Plan is
to include manpower levels for all phases of the project.
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SECTION 1-G

Emergency Planning
The Contractor shall provide the Client or Authorized Representative with a list of names
and telephone numbers of persons to be contacted should any emergency situation arise.
The Contractor shall add to this list the names and phone numbers of Contractor personnel
who shall also be contacted in the event of an emergency. This list shall also have the
local fire and ambulance emergency phone numbers. The list shall be prominently
displayed at the work site and the Contractor's superintendent shall be knowledgeable of
the procedure to contact the designated persons.
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SECTION 1-H
Materials and Equipment
Materials
General
The Client will select location for storage of all materials to be utilized during the
project.
Deliver all materials in the original packages, containers, or bundles bearing the
name of the manufacturer and the brand name (where applicable).
Store all materials subject to damage off the ground, away from wet or damp
surfaces and under cover sufficient enough to prevent damage or contamination.
Replacement materials shall be stored outside of the work area until abatement is
completed.
Damaged, deteriorating, or previously used materials shall not be used and shall be
removed from the work site and disposed of properly.
Polyethylene sheeting for walls and stationary objects shall be a minimum of 4 mil
thick. For floors and all other uses, sheeting of at least 6 mil thickness shall be used
in widths selected to minimize the frequency of joints.
Polyethylene sheeting utilized for worker decontamination enclosure shall be opaque
white or black in color.
Disposal bags shall be of 6 mil polyethylene, preprinted with labels as required by
EPA regulations 40 CFR 61.152 (b) (iv), 40 CFR 763 Appendix D, OSHA
regulations 29 CFR 1910.1001 and 29 CFR 1926.1101 and DOT regulations
49 CFR Parts 172 and 173.
Disposal drums shall be fiberboard with locking ring tops.
Stick-on labels as per EPA, OSHA, DOT requirements (see Labels, below) for
disposal drums.
Warning Signs and Labels
Warning Signs
Provide warning signs in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1001(j)(l) and
29 CFR 1926.1101. The minimum size of the display shall be 20" x 14" with
the following legend clearly legible.
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DANGER
ASBESTOS
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA
Labels
Provide warning labels of sufficient size to be clearly legible, displaying the
following legends as specified in OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1001 (j)(2), 29 CFR
1926.1101 and DOT 49 CFR 171 and 172:
OSHA:

DOT:

DANGER
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS
AVOID CREATING DUST
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD

(For greater than one pound of packaged ACM)
RQ HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE,
SOLID, NOS,
ORM-E, NA 9188
(ASBESTOS)

Attachment of Labels
Labels, as described on page 17, shall be preprinted or securely attached to every
container, bag, drum or other receptacle containing asbestos or asbestos-contaminated
material prior to the container exiting the regulated area.

Negative Pressure Exhaust and Local Exhaust System
Each contained asbestos removal site shall be operated under a negative air pressure
differential of - 0.02 inches of water column relative to the air pressure external to
containment. All negative air exhaust and local exhaust discharges shall be equipped with
HEPA filters and the Contractor shall attest in writing that new HEPA filters are correctly
installed prior to each unit being operated at the removal site.
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The Contractor will use suitable recording equipment to ensure a - 0.02” water column is
maintained, and will perform continuous 24-hour monitoring.

If at any time during the abatement procedure less than - 0.02" water column differential is
recorded then removal work shall cease until the Contractor performs adequate remedial
action to restore negative pressure values to -0.02" water column differential.
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter Protection
The presence of significant amounts of water in proximity to electrical equipment poses
special hazards, therefore, all electrical equipment operating at the site shall be provided
by the Contractor with a proper ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI). This protection is
in accordance with The National and State electrical codes.
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SECTION 1-1

Required Safety Programs
Regulatory Compliance Safety Programs
Compliances
This specification is not intended to replace any applicable State or Federal Law,
Rule, Ordinance, or other regulation regarding the handling, transport, and disposal
of asbestos containing materials.
The Contractor is required to comply with the applicable requirements of 29 CFR
1910.1001, 29 CFR 1926.1101, and 40 CFR 61, Subparts A and M, and all State and
Local regulations, as specified in Specific Regulatory Requirements, of this
Specification.
Resolution of interpretations shall be made by the appropriate agency prior to work
commencing.
Safety Program
Respirator Program
The Contractor shall have a written respiratory protection program and a copy
of the program shall be available at the removal site. The program shall meet
the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.134, 29 CFR 1910.1001,29 CFR 1926.1101
and ANSI Z288.2-80.
Training Program
The Contractor shall provide trained personnel who are State of Maine
certified to work on this project. Acceptable training courses shall be presented
by an EPA approved training provider.
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SECTION 1-J
Monitoring by Client's Representative, Northeast Test Consultants' Air Monitor
Personal Monitoring
The Contractor shall be subject to personal monitoring during the abatement project by the
Northeast Test Consultant's Air Monitor. This monitoring, to be performed on
representative employees, shall provide the Air Monitor with exposure data with which
will assess the performance of the engineering controls and the abatement workers. This
data will also be used to select the appropriate level of respiratory protection. All
monitoring shall be in accordance with the OSHA Reference Method as specified in
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1001 and OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1101.
This personal exposure monitoring data is for project surveillance purposes only and is not
meant to completely fulfill a Contractor's OSHA exposure monitoring requirements. This
data may be used by the Contractor to supplement the data gathered for the Contractor's
exposure monitoring program.
The cost for OSHA compliance personal monitoring shall be the responsibility of the
Contractor.
Stop Work Orders
If at any time the work procedures are found to be in violation of this specification then
Northeast Test Consultants Air Monitor will issue a stop work order to be in immediate
effect until such violations are resolved. Stand-by costs due to such incidents shall be the
responsibility of the Contractor.
Visual Inspections
Prior to the removal of any asbestos-containing material, the work area will be reviewed
by Northeast Test Consultants to ensure conformance with this specification and any
other applicable regulations.
The Contractor shall be subject to periodic inspection by Northeast Test Consultants
during the removal process.
Prior to the removal of any Containment Enclosure or Regulated Work Area, following
the removal of asbestos-containing materials from effected areas, Northeast Test
Consultants shall inspect the work area for visible asbestos material accumulations or
debris. If any asbestos materials are noted then the Contractor shall re-clean the area so
that all visible asbestos debris is removed.
Visual inspections shall also be performed on all glovebag work sites prior to removal, and
prior to encapsulation, as well as after the removal of the glovebags.
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Ambient Air Monitoring
Ambient air monitoring and analysis shall be performed by Northeast Test Consultants
Representative, who is certified as an Air Monitor and Air Analyst by the ME DEP.
Monitoring shall be in accordance with EPA and DEP regulations and guidelines and shall
conform to the protocol as set forth by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH).
Monitoring Prior to Asbestos Abatement
Area monitoring will be performed to establish a background or pre-abatement fiber
concentration prior to the masking and sealing phase of the abatement activities for each
individual work area.
Monitoring During Asbestos Abatement
Area monitoring of airborne fiber levels will be performed at several locations at the
boundaries or containment locations, including but not limited to, the following areas:
HEPA Ventilation Unit Exhaust
Waste Pass Out
Clean Room Exit
Critical Barriers
If at any time airborne fiber a concentration outside the containment (or glovebag), during
the removal of asbestos, exceeds 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter, the abatement shall
cease until the source of the contamination is identified and resolved.
Monitoring After Clean-Up
Following successful visual inspection of all abated surfaces, Phase Contrast Microscopy
(PCM) air clearance sampling will be performed in accordance with NIOSH Method
#7400.
If airborne fiber levels are greater than 0.01 fiber per cubic centimeter, then the Contractor
shall re-clean the area and additional clearance monitoring shall be performed until such
levels are below 0.01 fiber per cubic centimeter.
Providing the PCM clearance samples are less than 0.01 f/cc, the contractor will
encapsulate all abated surfaces using an appropriate type encapsulant, as per general
specifications.
The Contractor shall maintain a negative pressure differential until the completion of
clearance sampling is successful.
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SECTION 2
WORK PROCEDURES
SECTION 2-A
Preparation
Protective Clothing
Provide personnel and Authorized Visitors who may be exposed to airborne concentrations
of asbestos fibers with fire retardant, disposable, protective whole body clothing including
head covering, gloves and foot coverings. Provide disposable plastic or rubber gloves to
protect hands and cloth gloves may be worn outside the rubber or plastic gloves to protect
hands, but must remain inside containment as asbestos contaminated material after use.
Respiratory Protection
The Contractor is not responsible for providing respirators to Authorized Visitors who
enter the Work Area.
Eve Protection
Provide each employee and Authorized Visitor with Cushioned Fitting Rigid Body
Goggles when entering the contaminated or contained area, as per ANSI Z87.1.
Decontamination Area
Provide a decontamination area separated from the containment work area by an airlock so
that personnel exiting the contaminated work area may enter the decontamination area
having removed gross contamination in the work area. The decontamination area shall
consist of the following:
Equipment Room
Comprising an area where asbestos-contaminated clothing is removed for disposal
prior to the worker entering the shower area. The employee should not remove
respiratory protective devices until after he/she has entered the shower area and
decontaminated by showering.
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The Shower Area
Comprising an enclosed area with a mechanism for mixing hot and cold water to the
decontamination shower to thoroughly clean the employee's head prior to removal of
any respirator and then allow whole body decontamination. The shower area must
be the only exit point from the area so that the employee can only enter from the
contamination side and exits the shower to the clean room without returning to the
contaminated area.
Waste shower water is to be captured and filtered via a 5-micron filtration system
prior to discharge to any sewer system.
The shower area is to be separated from the clean room and equipment room by an
airlock system so as to maintain a negative air pressure differential during usage and
to prevent migration of asbestos fibers that could contaminate the clean room.
Soap or an equivalent shall be supplied in the shower room for providing adequate
full body decontamination of persons exiting the asbestos work area.
The Clean Room
Comprising an area separated from the shower area by an airlock system. The clean
room shall be equipped with storage lockers so that employees may change into
protective clothing and don respirators prior to entering the work area through the
airlock system. Clothing worn into the work area will be considered contaminated
and must be removed for disposal before the employee returns to the clean room via
the shower-airlock system. The clean room shall also have supplies to include clean
disposable clothing for entrants and clean towels for after showering.
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SECTION 2-B
Execution
Asbestos abatement work shall be performed in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1001 and as
specified in this section. All asbestos material shall be removed in a wetted condition so as
to minimize the production of airborne asbestos fibers. Employees involved in the
abatement procedure shall utilize all protective clothing, respirators, eye protection, and
equipment according to proper procedure. Eating, drinking and/or smoking are not
permitted in the asbestos control area.
Asbestos Control Area
Establish the designated limits of the asbestos control area by erecting continuous
barriers of tape or rope such that persons approaching the area are warned of the
work area limits.
Enclose all asbestos control areas so that adjacent areas will not be contaminated
during the abatement procedure.
Shut down and isolate HVAC, electrical, and any other system, which may interfere
with abatement. Ensure that any lighting fixtures to be removed are electrically
isolated and vacuumed using a HEPA vacuum system before being removed from
the work area.
HEPA vacuum stationary objects, such as machinery, which cannot be removed from
the work area. After vacuuming, seal the items in 6-mil fire retardant polyethylene
sheeting.
Floor areas over all grating and trenches shall be protected if necessary with
plywood or other suitable material and then covered with two layers of 6-mil
polyethylene sheeting. Seams shall be overlapped by at least 12 inches and sealed
with spray adhesive and 3" wide duct tape to ensure a continuous barrier.
6-mil polyethylene sheets shall be placed on floor surfaces beneath all glovebag
work areas sufficient to extend a minimum of 10 feet each side of the glovebag work
site limits.
Seal all HVAC openings, ventilation grates, windows, and non-access door openings
with 2 layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting.
Equipment Room
The equipment room shall be used for storage of equipment and tools after they have
been decontaminated at the end of the work period using a HEPA filtered vacuum
and/or wet cleaning methods. The equipment room shall be erected adjacent to the
decontamination area but inside containment.
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Waste Pass-Out Airlock
An airlock shall be constructed to allow containers holding asbestos contaminated
waste to be removed from the containment area. The waste pass-out airlock shall
include a shower or wash down section so that containers may be washed clean of
any contamination. Water from the waste pass out area shall also be filtered through
a 3-micron filter prior to discharge. Employees shall not exit the work area
containment via the waste pass out area.
Emergency Exits
Emergency exits shall be established and clearly marked with duct tape or other
effective marking to permit easy location of exits from any location in the work area
containment.
Emergency exits shall not be used for general traffic and shall remain sealed with
duct tape to protect uncontaminated areas.
Damage To Containment
Any damage to containment barriers, poly sheeting, or duct taped joints, seals, or
supports shall be repaired immediately and any contamination, which may be
released, shall be immediately cleaned using HEPA filtered vacuum or wet wipe
methods. Adjacent areas must be evacuated pending clean-up operations and
verification of subsequent decontamination.
Respirators For Asbestos Abatement
Type C supplied air continuous flow, pressure demand respirators, or Power Air
Purifying Respirators (PAPR) shall be used as respiratory protection until it is
established that the average airborne concentrations of asbestos fibers that an
employee will be exposed to does not exceed 100 times the permissible exposure
limits as an 8- Hour Time Weighted Average (TWA).
Once the TWA value is known, the use of respirators that affords adequate
protection according to OSHA 29 CFR 1926.1001 may be utilized. At no time will
respiratory protection be less than that afforded by a Negative Pressure Half-Face
twin canister air purifying respirator equipped with HEPA filters be allowed.
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SECTION 2-C

Asbestos Clean IJn and Disnosal
Clean-Up
Asbestos-contaminated material and waste shall be placed in 6-mil
polyethylene bags and sealed. The sealed bag shall then be placed into a second 6mil bag and sealed. Each bag shall be labeled as described in Warning Signs and
Labels of this document.
The bags shall be removed via the waste pass-out air lock and loaded into a closed
body truck or dumpster for transport to the approved landfill.
The contained work area shall remain in place until airborne fiber monitoring testing
conducted by the Safety Officer indicates that airborne fiber levels are less than 0.01
fibers per cubic centimeter of air (<0.01 f/cc).
If airborne fiber levels are greater than 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter, then the
Contractor shall re-clean the area and sampling will be repeated until the fiber levels
are below 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter.
After Northeast Test Consultants Representative gives clearance, the Contractor
will encapsulate the contained surfaces. After the encapsulant is dry the Northeast
Test Consultants representative shall inspect the thoroughness of the encapsulant
application. If acceptable, the containment polyethylene shall be removed as
contaminated waste.
Warning signs shall remain in place until the area is cleared for re-entry by
Northeast Test Consultants.

Lockdown Encapsulation
Following the air clearance sampling, the Contractor shall apply an appropriate type
of encapsulant to all surfaces from which friable asbestos has been removed, to
ensure that any remaining asbestos fibers are unlikely to become airborne. No lock
down shall be used on surfaces from which floor tile has been removed.
Acceptable materials for encapsulation or an equivalent are as follows:
Asbestocoat 44
Protechticoats, Inc.
Marietta, Georgia 30062
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Serpiflex Shield Post Removal
International Protective Coatings Corp.
725 Carol Avenue
Ocean, New Jersey 07712
BWE 3000
Better Working Environments, Inc.
3716 Scripps Way
Las Vegas, Nevada 89103
Asbestos Disposal
Following clean-up and re-establishing electrical service, HVAC, and other systems,
all asbestos-contaminated material, such as poly sheeting used for masking, clothing,
fdters, and other materials, shall be transported in sealed containers to an EPA
approved and permitted landfdl for disposal.
All such asbestos-contaminated debris shall be sealed in 2 impermeable 6-mil
polyethylene bags and transport shall be in a closed body truck or closed dumpster.
Procedures for transporting and disposal of asbestos waste shall conform to 40 CFR
61, Subpart M, along with State, Regional, and Local standards.
Workers loading and unloading the sealed bags or drums shall be appropriately
protected from and trained in the hazards of asbestos exposure.
The Contractor shall supply the Client with copies of signed receipts from the
permitted landfdl operator clearly indicating the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Date
Time
Amount of material received
Authorized person's signature from permitted landfdl
Name and address of transporter
Driver's signature
Name and address of permitted landfdl operator
Date and Time material is to be land-filled.

The Client requires these receipts within 35 days of receipt of the material at the
approved permitted landfdl.
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SECTION 3
DEFINITIONS

Abatement - Procedures to control fiber release from asbestos-containing materials.
Includes removal, encapsulation, enclosure, repair, demolition and renovation activities.
ACGIH - American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists
6500 Glenway Avenue Building D-5
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211
AIHA

- American Industrial Hygiene Association
475 Wolf Ledges Parkway
Akron, Ohio 44311

Airlock - A system for permitting ingress and egress with minimum air movement
between a contaminated area and an uncontaminated area, typically consisting of two
curtained doorways separated by a distance of at least 3 feet such that one passes through
one doorway into the airlock, allowing the doorway sheeting to overlap and close off the
opening before proceeding through the second doorway, thereby preventing flow-through
contamination.
Air Monitoring - The process of measuring the fiber content of a known volume of air
collected during a specific period of time. The procedure utilized for asbestos follows the
NIOSH Standard Analytical Method for Asbestos in Air P&CAM 239 or Method 7400, or
the OSHA Reference Method. For clearance air monitoring, aggressive air sampling
methods shall be utilized in accordance with current EPA guidelines. Electron microscopy
methods may be utilized for increased sensitivity and specific fiber identification.
Aggressive Sampling - Use of a leaf blower followed by placement of a box fan to
circulate air in containment prior to and during clearance sampling.
Amended Water - Water to which a surfactant has been added.
ANSI

-

American National Standards Institute
1430 Broadway
New York, New York 10018

Asbestos - The asbestiform varieties of serpentine (chrysotile), rie beckite (crocidolite),
cummingtonite-grunerite (amosite), anthophyllite, actinolite, and tremolite.
Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) - Material composed of asbestos of any type and
in an amount greater than 1% by weight, either alone or mixed with other fibrous or non
fibrous materials.
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Asbestos Containing Waste Material - Asbestos containing material or asbestos
contaminated objects requiring disposal.
Asbestos Project Manager (also known as Clerk-of-the-Works or Competent Person).
An individual qualified by virtue of experience and education, designated as the Client's
representative and responsible for overseeing the asbestos abatement project.
AHERA - Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act became effective December 14,
1987 and is detailed in Title 40, Part 763, Subpart E of the Code of Federal
Regulations in the Federal Register.
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Authorized Visitor - Client (and any designated representative) and any representative of
a regulatory or other agency having jurisdiction over the project.
Bidder - The individual and/or business bidding on this Contract to perform the asbestos
abatement.
Clean Room - An uncontaminated area or room, which is a part of the worker
decontamination enclosure system with provisions for storage or workers' street clothes
and clean protective equipment.
Air Clearance Samples - Air monitoring samples collected inside Containment after
removal work is complete and the Enclosure has been thoroughly cleaned and removed.
Client - Building Owner or authorized representative.
Containment - The construction of an air tight impermeable permanent barrier around the
Enclosure so that after asbestos removal is complete the Enclosure may be removed prior
to clearance sampling.
Contractor - The individual and/or business with which the Client arranges to perform the
asbestos abatement. The Contractor is responsible for the proper completion of project
activities in accordance with this Contract specification.
Competent Person - "Competent Person" means one who is capable of identifying
existing asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, or actinolite hazards in the work place and who
has the authority to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them as specified in
OSHA 29 CFR 1926.32(f). The duties of the competent person include at least the
following: establishing the negative pressure enclosure, ensuring its integrity, and
controlling entry to and exit from the enclosure, supervising any employee exposure
monitoring required by the standard, ensuring that all employees working within such an
enclosure wear the appropriate personal protective equipment and are trained in the use of
appropriate methods of exposure control and use the hygiene facilities and
decontamination procedures specified in the standard, and ensuring that engineering
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controls in use are in proper operating condition and are functioning properly.
Curtained Doorway - A device to allow ingress or egress from one room to another while
permitting minimal air movement between the rooms, typically constructed by placing two
overlapping sheets of plastic over an existing or temporarily framed doorway, securing
each along the top of the doorway, securing the vertical edge of one sheet along one
vertical side of the doorway and securing the vertical edge of the other sheet along the
opposite vertical side of the doorway. Other effective designs are permissible.
Decontamination Unit - A series of connected rooms, separated from the work area and
from each other by air locks, for the decontamination of workers and equipment.
Demolition - The wrecking or taking out of any load-supporting structural member of a
facility together with any related handling operations.
Pressure Differential Monitor (PDM) - A device capable of monitoring a negative
pressure across Containment and Enclosure of 0.02" water and providing 24 hour
continuous recording.
Encapsulant - A liquid material which can be applied to asbestos containing material
which controls the possible release of asbestos fibers from the material either by creating a
membrane over the surface (bridging encapsulant) or by penetrating into the material and
binding its components together (penetrating encapsulant).
Encapsulation - The application of an encapsulant to asbestos containing materials to
control the release of asbestos fibers into the air.
Enclosure - The construction of an air-tight, impermeable, permanent barrier around
asbestos containing material to control the release of asbestos fibers into the air.
EPA

-

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street S.W.
Washington, D.C.

Waste Pass-Out - That portion of a decontamination enclosure system designed for
controlled transfer of materials and equipment into or out of the work area, typically
consisting of a washroom and holding area.
Equipment Room - A contaminated area or room, which is part of the worker
decontamination enclosure system with provisions for storage of contaminated clothing
and equipment.
Facility - Any institutional, commercial or industrial structure, installation or building.

Facility Component - Any pipe, duct, boiler, tank, reactor, turbine, or furnace at or in a
Facility or any structural member of a Facility.
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Final Air Samples - Air monitoring samples collected after removal of Containment but
prior to the area being reoccupied.
Fine Clean - Utilize HEPA fdtered vacuum equipment and wet wipe techniques to clean
asbestos debris and contamination from any surface such that visual or microscopic
examination of the surface would not reveal the presence of such debris.
Fixed Object - A piece of equipment or furniture in the work area, which cannot be
removed from the work area.
Friable Asbestos - Asbestos containing material, which can be crumbled, to dust, when
dry, under hand pressure.
Glovebag Technique - A method with limited applications for removing small amounts of
friable asbestos containing material from HVAC ducts, short piping runs, valves, joints,
elbows, and other non-planar surfaces in a non-contained (plasticized) work area. The
Glovebag assembly is a manufactured or fabricated device consisting of a Glovebag
(typically constructed of 6-mil transparent polyethylene or polyvinyl-chloride plastic), two
inward projecting long-sleeves, an internal tool pouch, and an attached, labeled receptacle
for asbestos waste. The Glovebag is constructed and installed in such a manner that it
surrounds the object or material to be removed and contains all asbestos fibers released
during the process. All workers who are permitted to use the Glovebag technique must be
highly trained, experienced, and skilled in this method.
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System.
HEPA Filter - A high efficiency particulate air filter capable of removing, trapping, and
holding airborne particles of 0.3 microns in size with 99.97% efficiency.
HEPA Vacuum - A vacuum system equipped with HEPA filtration.
Holding Area - A chamber in the equipment decontamination enclosure located between
the washroom and an uncontaminated area. The holding area comprises an airlock.
Movable Object - A piece of equipment or furniture in the work area, which can be
removed from the work area.
Negative Pressure Ventilation System - A portable exhaust system equipped with HEPA
filtration and capable of maintaining a constant low velocity air flow into contaminated
areas from adjacent uncontaminated areas. The exhaust equipment must achieve a
minimum of four (4) changes per hour of air in the work enclosure.
NESHAP - The National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (40 CFR Part
61).
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NIOSH - The National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
CDC - NIOSH
Building J N.E. Room 3007
Atlanta, GA 30333
OSHA - The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
200 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20210
Outside Air - The air outside buildings and structures.
Plasticize - To cover floors and walls with plastic sheeting as herein specified.
Prior Experience * - Experience required of the Contractor on asbestos projects of similar
nature and scope to insure capability of performing the asbestos abatement in a satisfactory
manner.
* Similarities shall be in areas related to material composition, project size, abatement
methods required, number o f employees and the engineering, work practice and personal
protection controls required.
Regulated Work Area - An area established to demarcate areas where airborne
concentrations of asbestos exceed or can reasonably be expected to exceed the Personal
Exposure Limit of 0.2 fibers per cubic centimeter over an eight hour Time-Weighted
Average.
Removal - The stripping of any asbestos containing materials from surfaces or
components of a facility.
Renovation - Altering in any way one or more facility components. Operations in which
load-supporting structural members are wrecked or taken out, are excluded.
Safety Officer* - The independent Air Monitor and safety professional contracted by the
Client to supervise and/or conduct monitoring and analysis schemes.
* This individual shall not be affiliated in any way, other than through this Contract, with
the Contractor performing the abatement work.
Shower Room - A room between the clean room and the equipment room in the worker
decontamination enclosure with hot and cold running water controllable at the tap and
suitably arranged for complete showering during decontamination.
Staging Area - Either the holding area or some area nears the waste transfer airlock where
containerized asbestos waste has been placed prior to removal from the work area.
Strip - To take off friable asbestos materials from any part of a Facility.
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Structural Member - Any load-supporting member of a facility, such as beams and load
supporting walls or any non-load-supporting member, such as ceilings and non-load
supporting walls.
Surfactant - A chemical wetting agent added to water to improve penetration.
Visible Emissions - Any emissions containing particulate asbestos material that are
visually detectable without the aid of instruments. This does not include condensed
uncombined water vapor.
Waste Transfer Airlock - A decontamination system utilized for transferring
containerized waste from inside to outside of the work area.
Wet Cleaning - The process of eliminating asbestos contamination from building surfaces
and objects by using cloths, mops, or other cleaning utensils, which have been dampened
with water and afterwards thoroughly decontaminated or disposed of as asbestos
contaminated waste.
Work Area - Designated rooms, spaces, or areas of the project in which asbestos
abatement actions are to be undertaken or which may become contaminated as a result of
such abatement actions. A contained work area is a work area, which has been sealed,
plasticized, and equipped with a decontamination enclosure system. A non-contained
work area is an isolated or controlled-access work area which has not been plasticized nor
equipped with a decontamination enclosure system.
Worker Decontamination Enclosure - A decontamination system consisting of a clean
room, a shower room, and an equipment room separated from each other and from the
work area by airlocks and contained doorways. This system is used for all worker ingress
and egress to the work area.
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NTC Job #5886-20021

ATTACHMENT A

BIDDER'S INSTRUCTIONS

The prospective bidder shall submit his/her bid in a sealed envelope marked: "Asbestos
Removal - “Museum Administration Offices Fifth Floor. Sealed bids are to be
addressed to:

Mr. Gene Kaler
State of Maine
Bureau of General Service
Station House #77
Augusta, Maine 04333

Bids are due:

February 15, 2002 no Later 2:00 PM

Bid contract will be awarded:

February 16, 2002

Asbestos Project start date:

February 19, 2002

Asbestos Project completion:

March 15, 2002

Post Cleaning and Release to Owner:

March 22, 200)( X
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ATTACHMENT B
BID SHEET

Client:
Mr. Gene Kaler
State of Maine
Bureau of General Service
Station House #77
Augusta, Maine 04333

Contractor:
________________________
________________________
________________________

BASE BID ITEM:
Abatement of Asbestos-Containing Materials on the Fifth Floor Administration Offices of the
Museum located in the State of Maine Cultural Building in Augusta, Maine as identified in
Specification for Asbestos Abatement prepared by Northeast Test Consultants Job # 5886-2002
dated February 6, 2002.
Materials to be Abated
Asbestos Floor Tile & Mastic
The estimated total amount of floor tile & mastic is 1,808 square feet.
Sprayed-On Fireproofing
The approximate amount of sprayed-on fire proofing to be abated is 8,600 square feet.
Insulated Pipe Fittings
Asbestos mud is applied on approximately twenty-four (24) elbows and tees above the
suspended ceiling. The remaining fiberglass insulation is to be removed and packaged as
asbestos waste.
Note: The remaining Rooms either containing new floor tile or new carpet that shall remain
intact. The Contractor is responsible replacement of any damaged items.
Cost to provide labor, materials, disposal,
& Subcontractors for satisfactory completion of this project.
______________________________________

$ _________________
Date_________________

Authorized Signature
Printed Name

1. ) Onsite Supervisor:
2. ) Work Crew Size:
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S ta te o f M a in e
D e p a rtm e n t o f L a b o r
B u re a u o f L a b o r S ta n d a rd s
T e c h n ic a l S e rv ic e s D iv is io n
A u g u s ta , M a in e 0 4 3 3 3 -0 0 4 5
T e le p h o n e (2 0 7 ) 6 2 4 -6 4 4 5

W a g e D e te rm ina tion - In acco rd a n ce w ith 26 M R SA §1301 et. seq., this is a d e term in ation by th e B ure au of Labor
S tan dard s, o f th e fa ir m in im um w a ge rate to be paid labo rers and w orkers em p lo yed on th e b e lo w title d project.

Title of Project----------

C u ltu ra l B u ild in g , 5 th F lo o r A s b e s to s A b a te m e n t

Location of Project - -

A u g u s ta , M a in e in K e n n e b e c C o u n ty

2002 Fair Minimum Wage Rates
Building 2 Kennebec County
(other than 1 or 2 family homes)
O ccupation

Base

Benefit

W age

Rate

Total

O ccupation

Base

Benefit

W age

Rate

Total

A s b e s to s R e m o v a l W rk r

$ 1 2 .7 5

$0.81

$ 1 3 .5 6

Iro n w o rk e r, R e in fo rc in g

$ 1 3 .0 0

$ 0 .0 0

$ 1 3 .0 0

B a c k h o e L o a d e r O p e ra to r

$ 1 1 .5 0

$ 1 .3 2

$ 1 2 .8 2

Iro n w o rk e r, S tru c tu ra l

$ 1 6 .0 0

$1.81

$1 7.81

B o ile rm a k e r

$ 1 6 .5 0

$ 3 .2 6

$ 1 9 .7 6

L a b o re r/H e lp e r/T e n d e r

$ 1 0 .0 0

$ 0 .5 8

$ 1 0 .5 8

B ric k la y e r

$ 1 8 .0 0

$ 2 .0 0

$ 2 0 .0 0

L a b o re r, S k ille d

$ 1 1 .5 0

$ 1 .5 8

$ 1 3 .0 8

B u lld o z e r O p e ra to r

$ 1 3 .5 0

$ 3 .2 2

$ 1 6 .7 2

L o a d e r O p , F ro n t E nd

$ 1 3 .5 0

$ 1 .5 6

$ 1 5 .0 6

C a rp e n te r

$ 1 4 .5 0

$ 1 .6 7

$ 1 6 .1 7

M e c h a n ic , M a in te n a n c e

$ 1 5 .5 0

$ 1 .6 4

$ 1 7 .1 4

C a rp e n te r, R o u g h

$ 1 2 .0 0

$ 0 .9 4

$ 1 2 .9 4

M e c h a n ic , R e frig e ra tio n

$ 1 6 .2 5

$ 2 .3 0

$ 1 8 .5 5

C e m e n t M a s o n /F in is h e r

$ 1 3 .0 0

$ 1 .0 7

$ 1 4 .0 7

M illw rig h t

$ 1 7 .5 0

$ 2 .3 7

$ 1 9 .8 7

C o m m E q u ip In s ta lle r

$ 2 1 .0 0

$5.81

$26.81

O il B u rn e r S e rv & Inst

$ 1 5 .5 0

$ 2 .2 6

$ 1 7 .7 6

C o n c re te P u m p O p e ra to r

$ 1 6 .2 0

$ 5 .5 6

$ 2 1 .7 6

P a in te r

$ 1 1 .0 0

$ 0 .9 3

$ 1 1 .9 3

C ra n e O p e ra to r = > 1 5 T o n s )

$ 1 5 .0 0

$3 .51

$18.51

P a p e rh a n g e r

$ 1 2 .0 0

$ 0 .0 0

$ 1 2 .0 0

D ry -W a ll A p p lic a to r

$ 1 6 .0 0

$ 0 .0 0

$ 1 6 .0 0

P ip e /S tm /S p rk lr F itte r

$ 1 7 .5 0

$ 3 .1 5

$ 2 0 .6 5

D ry -W a ll T a p e r & F in is h e r

$ 1 6 .7 5

$ 0 .0 0

$ 1 6 .7 5

P lu m b e r (L ic e n s e d )

$ 1 5 .0 0

$ 1 .6 4

$ 1 6 .6 4

E le c tric ia n (L ic e n s e d )

$ 1 9 .0 0

$ 5 .8 9

$ 2 4 .8 9

P lu m b e r T ra in e e

$ 1 2 .5 0

$ 1 .5 8

$ 1 4 .0 8

E le c tric ia n H lp r (L ic e n s e d )

$ 1 2 .0 0

$ 2 .2 5

$ 1 4 .2 5

R ig g e r

$ 1 2 .7 5

$ 2 .9 4

$ 1 5 .6 9

E le v a to r C o n s tru c to r

$ 2 4 .0 9

$ 1 0 .3 5

$ 3 4 .4 4

R o o fe r

$ 1 0 .6 3

$ 1 .0 0

$ 1 1 .6 3

E x c a v a to r O p e ra to r

$ 1 3 .8 8

$ 3 .5 7

$ 1 7 .4 5

S h e e t M e ta l W o rk e r

$ 1 4 .1 3

$1.61

$ 1 5 .7 4

F lo o r L a y e r

$ 1 3 .0 0

$1.61

$14.61

T ile S e tte r

$ 1 6 .5 0

$ 6 .3 8

$ 2 2 .8 8

G la z ie r

$ 1 3 .0 0

$0.81

$13.81

T ru c k D riv e r, L igh t

$ 1 3 .0 0

$ 1 .0 7

$ 1 4 .0 7

In s u la tio n In s ta lle r

$ 1 0 .6 2

$ 0 .7 5

$ 1 1 .3 7

T ru c k D riv e r, H e a v y

$ 1 0 .5 0

$2.21

$12.71

Iro n w o rk e r, O rn a m e n ta l

$ 1 7 .7 7

$ 5 .2 5

$ 2 3 .0 2

If a n y sp e cific occu pa tion is not listed in this determ in ation , th e re has been no fa ir m inim um w a ge d e te rm in e d by
the Bureau of La bor S tan dard s and the re will be none in e ffe ct fo r this project.
W eld ers are c la ssifie d in th e trade to w hich the w e lding is incidental.
A ppren tices - T h e m inim um w a ge rate fo r registered ap p re n tice s are tho se set forth in th e sta n d a rd s an d policies of
the M aine S tate A pp re n tice sh ip and T rain ing C ouncil fo r a p pro ved a p p re nticesh ip program s.
P osting of S che du le - P osting of this sche du le is req uire d in acco rd a n ce with 26 M R S A §1301 et. seq., b y an y
co n tra cto r ho ld in g a S tate con tra ct fo r con stru ction value d at $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 or m ore and an y s u b co n tra cto rs to such a
contractor.
A p p ea l - A n y pe rson a ffected by th e determ in ation of the se rates m a y appeal to th e C o m m issio n e r o f La bo r by filing
a w ritten no tice w ith th e C o m m issio n e r stating the sp e cific groun ds o f th e objection w ithin te n (10) days fro m the
filing of the se rates w ith th e S ecre tary of State.
D e te rm ina tion No:
Filing Date:
Expiration Date:

B U 2 -03 0-20 02
J a w n ’. o r u
^
12-31-2002

Xf

BLS 4 2 4 BU (R 2002) (Building 2 K ennebec)

A true copy
. 2002

A ttest:____
M ich ae l V. Frett
D irector
B ure au of L a bo r S tandards

SECTION 2-E
CONTRACT AGREEMENT-SHORT FORM
(State Project)
THIS AGREEMENT made the___________________ day of_____________________in the year
Nineteen Hundred and______________________ by and between the State of Maine though the
duly authorized and empowered by virtue of the laws of the State of Maine hereinafter called the Owner
and________________________________________________ _ _______________________
hereinafter called the contractor.
Approp. No.______________________________________________________
WITNESSETH,
That the owner and the contractor for the consideration hereinafter named agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1.

SCOPE OF WORK

The contractor shall furnish all of the materials and perform all the work shown on the plans
and described in the specifications entitled:

Prepared by____________________________________________________________________
acting as and in these contract documents entitled the architect and/or engineer, and shall do everything
required by this agreement, the general conditions and special provisions of the contract, the
specifications and the drawings.
ARTICLE 2. TIME OF COMPLETION
The work to be performed under this contract shall be completed on or before
ARTICLE 3. THE CONTRACT SUM
The owner shall pay the contractor for the performance of the contract, subject to additions and
deductions provided by approved change orders in current funds as follows___________________
_)
ARTICLE 4, CONTRACT BONDS
The contractor shall furnish the owner the approved contract bonds (as per Article 23 of the
Standard General Conditions) in the amount of 100% of the contract amount.

BGS-30-74
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ARTICLE 5. PROGRESS PAYMENTS

The owner shall make payments on account of the contract as provided therein as follows: Each
month 95% of the value, .based on contract prices of labor and materials incorporated in the work and
of materials suitably stored at the site thereof up to the first day of that month, as certified by the
architect and/or engineers.
The owner may cause the contractor to be paid such portion of the amount retained hereunder
as he deems advisable. (See Article 19 of the Standard General Conditions (Sec. 3-A).
ARTICLE 6. FINAL PAYMENT
Final payment shall be due 60 days after completion and acceptance of the work, provided the
contractor has submitted evidence satisfactory to the owner that all payrolls, material bills and other
indebtedness connected with the work has been paid.
ARTICLE 7. THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
The general conditions of the contract, instructions to bidders, the proposal, the special
provisions, the specifications and the drawings, together with this agreement, form the contract, and they
are as fully a part of the contract as if hereto attached or herein repeated. The following is an
enumeration of the specifications and the drawings.
SPECIFICATIONS:

ADDENDA:

DRAWINGS:

BGS-30-74
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The owner and the contractor hereby agree to the full performance of the covenants herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this agreement in_________________
the day and year first above written.
WITNESS:

________________________
=
CONTRACTOR
BY:
(DATE)
STATE OF MAINE

WITNESS:
BY:
(DATE)

APPROVED BY:
Director
(DATE)
Bureau of General Services

BGS-30-74
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SECTION 2-E
CONTRACT AGREEMENT-SHORT FORM
(State Project)
THIS AGREEMENT made the___________________ day of_____________________ in the year
Nineteen Hundred and______________________ by and between the State of Maine though the
duly authorized and empowered by virtue of the laws of the State of Maine hereinafter called the Owner
and__________________________________________________________________________
hereinafter called the contractor.
Approp. No.
________________________________________
WITNESSETH,
That the owner and the contractor for the consideration hereinafter named agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1.

SCOPE OF WORK

The contractor shall furnish all of the materials and perform all the work shown on the plans
and described in the specifications entitled:

Prepared by____________________________________________________________________
acting as and in these contract documents entitled the architect and/or engineer, and shall do everything
required by this agreement, the general conditions and special provisions of the contract, the
specifications and the drawings.
ARTICLE 2. TIME OF COMPLETION
The work to be performed under this contract shall be completed on or before____________.
ARTICLE 3. THE CONTRACT SUM
The owner shall pay the contractor for the performance of the contract, subject to additions and
deductions provided by approved change orders in current funds as follows___________________
_($_
J
ARTICLE 4. CONTRACT BONDS
The contractor shall furnish the owner the approved contract bonds (as per Article 23 of the
Standard General Conditions) in the amount of 100% of the contract amount.
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The owner and the contractor hereby agree to the full performance of the covenants herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this agreement in_________________
the day and year first above written.
WITNESS:

________________________
CONTRACTOR
BY:
(DATE)
STATE OF MAINE

WITNESS:
BY:
(DATE)

APPROVED BY:
Director
(DATE)
Bureau of General Services

BGS-30-74
Rev. 2/7/96
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SECTION 2-C3
SHORT FORM
FORM OF GENERAL CONTRACT PAYMENT BOND
(State Projects)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT (1)____________________________
____________________________________________( 2)__________________________________________

OF______________________________________ AND STATE OF

___________________

AS PRINCIPAL AND (3)_________________________________________________________
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF___________
AND HAVING A USUAL PLACE OF BUSINESS IN___________________ AS SURETY ARE
HELD AND FIRMLY BOUND UNTO THE (4).______________________________ IN THE SUM
OF__________________________________ DOLLARS, ($________________ ) FOR THE USE
AND BENEFIT OF CLAIMANTS* AS HEREIN BELOW DEFINED, FOR THE PAYMENT
WHEREOF PRINCIPAL AND SURETY BIND THEMSELVES, THEIR HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY BY THESE
PRESENTS.
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT IF THE PRINCIPAL SHALL
PROMPTLY SATISFY ALL CLAIMS AND DEMANDS INCURRED FOR ALL LABOR AND
MATERIALS, USED OR REQUIRED BY HIM IN CONNECTION WITH THE WORK
CONTEMPLATED IN THE CONTRACT ENTERED INTO ON THE (5)____________ DAY
OF___________________ A.D. 19_____ FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (6)_____________
AND SHALL FULLY REIMBURSE THE OBLIGEE FOR ALL OUTLAY AND EXPENSE WHICH
SAID OBLIGEE MAY INCUR IN MAKING GOOD ANY DEFAULT OF SAID PRINCIPAL, THEN
THIS OBLIGATION SHALL BE NULL AND VOID: OTHERWISE, IT SHALL REMAIN IN FULL
FORCE AND EFFECT.
BGS-29/C3-2/74
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SECTION 2-C2
SHORT FORM
FORM OF GENERAL CONTRACT PERFORMANCE BOND
(State Projects)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT (1)_____________________________
________________________________________ , (2)_________ ______________________________

OF___________________________________ AND STATE OF________________________ AS
PRINCIPAL, AND (3)___________________________________________________________
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF__________
AND HAVING A USUAL PLACE OF BUSINESS IN________________________ AS SURETY,
ARE HELD AND FIRMLY BOUND UNTO THE (4)_____________ ______________________
IN THE SUM OF_________________________________________DOLLARS ($____________),
TO BE PAID SAID (4)________________ ,___________________________________________
OR HIS SUCCESSORS IN OFFICE, FOR WHICH PAYMENT WELL AND TRULY TO BE
MADE, PRINCIPAL AND SURETY BIND THEMSELVES, THEIR HEIRS, EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY BY THESE
PRESENTS.
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT IF THE PRINCIPAL SHALL
PROMPTLY AND FAITHFULLY PERFORM THE CONTRACT ENTERED INTO ON THE
(5) ___________ DAY OF_________________ A.D. 19_____ FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
( 6)

________________________________________________________________________________________

THEN THIS OBLIGATION SHALL BE NULL AND VOID: OTHERWISE, IT SHALL REMAIN
IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
THE SURETY HEREBY WAIVES NOTICE OF ANY ALTERATION OR EXTENSION OF
TIME MADE BY THE (7) OWNER.
BGS-29/C2-2/74
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SECTION 2-C1
LONG FORM
FORM OF GENERAL CONTRACT BID BOND
(State Project)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, (1)___________________
_________ _________ __________ ________ , (2 )______________________ ______________ _
OF_________________________________ AND STATE OF________________________________________
AS PRINCIPAL, AND (3)________ _____________________ __________________________________ __
AS SURETY, ARE HEREBY HELD AND FIRMLY BOUND UNTO (4)

_______________

______ ________ AS OBLIGEE, IN THE PENAL SUM O F _ _____ ______ __________________ _______
FOR THE PAYMENT OF WHICH, WELL AND TRULY TO BE MADE, WE HEREBY JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY
BIND OURSELVES, OUR HEIRS, EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, SIGNED
THIS (5)

DAY OF

___________________ 19______ .

THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT WHEREAS THE PRINCIPAL HAS
SUBMITTED TO THE OBLIGEE A CERTAIN PROPOSAL, ATTACHED HERETO AND HEREBY MADE A PART
HEREOF, TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT IN WRITING, FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF (6)

NOW THEREFORE:
(a)

IF SAID PROPOSAL SHALL BE REJECTED, OR, IN THE ALTERNATE,

(b)

IF SAID PROPOSAL SHALL BE ACCEPTED AND THE PRINCIPAL SHALL EXECUTE AND

DELIVER A CONTRACT IN THE FORM OF CONTRACT ATTACHED HERETO (PROPERLY COMPLETED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SAID PROPOSAL) AND SHALL FURNISH A BOND FOR HIS FAITHFUL PERFORMANCE
OF SAID CONTRACT, AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF ALL PERSONS PERFORMING LABOR OR FURNISHING
MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND SHALL IN ALL OTHER RESPECTS PERFORM THE
AGREEMENT CREATED BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF SAID PROPOSAL, THEN THIS OBLIGATION SHALL BE
VOID, OTHERWISE THE SAME SHALL REMAIN IN FORCE AND EFFECT: IT BEING EXPRESSLY UNDER
STOOD AND AGREED THAT THE LIABILITY OF THE SURETY FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS HEREUNDER
SHALL, IN NO EVENT, EXCEED THE PENAL AMOUNT OF THIS OBLIGATION AS HEREIN STATED.
BPI-28/C1-2/74
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SECTION 1
SHORT FORM
INSTRUCTION TO BIDDERS
STATE PROJECTS
1.
At the time of the opening of proposals, each bidder will be presumed to have inspected the site
and to have read and to be thoroughly familiar with the plans and contract documents, including all
addenda. The failure or omission of any bidder to receive or examine any form, instrument, or
document shall in no way relieve any bidder from any obligation in respect to his proposal. The owner
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals as may best serve the interest of the owner.
2.
Subject to the owner’s right, reserved herein, to accept or reject any or all proposals, the general
contractor will be selected on the basis of the sum of the lowest acceptable proposal plus such of the
alternates as the owner desires to use.
3.
The owner is exempt from the payment of Federal Excise Taxes on articles not to resale and the
federal transportation tax on all shipments. The contractor shall quote less these taxes. Upon
application, exemption certificates will be furnished when required.
4.
Maine State Sales and Use Taxes should not be included in your quotation as the owner is
exempt from the payment of such taxes.
5.
No proposal may be withdrawn during a period of thirty (30) calendar days immediately
following the opening thereof.
6.

No contract may be assigned, sublet or transferred without the written consent of the owner.

7.

No general contractor shall sublet more than 80% of the contract amount.

8.
All foreign corporation intending to do business in the State of Maine must comply with
provisions of 13-A M.R.S.A., Chapter 12. Any foreign corporation receiving notice of award of contract
shall contact the Secretary of State for the purpose of complying with this statute.
All individual not residents of this State must comply with the provisions of Title 14 M.R.S.A.,
Section 704.
It may be necessary for the contractor to submit to the owner documentary evidence that the
above provisions have been complied with.
9.
The selected general contractor will be required to furnish a 100% contract performance bond
and a 100% contract payment bond to cover the execution of his contract. Form of bonds are shown in
section 2-C2 and 2-C3.
10.
Contractors may be required to furnish a statement of their business experience, record of
accomplishments, and financial responsibility at the discretion of the owner.
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11.
The owner shall retain five percent (5%) of each payment due the contractor as part security for
the fulfillment of the contract by the contractor. The owner may, if he deems it expedient to do so, cause
the contractor to be paid temporarily or permanently from time to time during the progress of the work
such portion of the amount retained as he deems prudent or desirable. In case such payments are made,
the owner may at any time withhold further payments until the full amount of the five percent (5%) is
reestablished, all in accordance with the provisions of Title 5, M.R.S.A., Section 1746.
Title 5, M.R.S.A., Section 1746 allows the contractor to deposit with the Treasurer of State
certain government bonds in place of retention of payment due contractor in state contracts.
12.

The proposal shall be based on the materials, methods, equipment and products as specified.

Any materials, methods, equipment or products not herein specified, but deemed worthy of
consideration by any general contractor, may be introduced by a separate letter attached to his proposal.
He shall state the cost comparison with the specified materials, methods, equipment or products and the
reason for the suggested substitution.
It shall be understood by the general contractor or subcontractor that the attached letter
describing the proposed change will not be used in determining the low general or subcontract proposal
submitted unless the general or subcontractor shall have submitted their list to the architect/engineer 10
days prior to the date set for the receipt of their respective proposals and shall have received written
approval by the architect/engineer.
13.
Projects which require compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act are subject to the regulations
contained in Title 29, Subtitle A, Part 5 of the Code for Federal Regulations and the federal wage
determination attached to and made a part of these instructions to bidders.
14.
Listing of job vacancies; Executive Order No. 5, dated December 6, 1971, requires that"... the
contractor, or any subcontractor holding a contract directly under that contractor, shall, to the maximum
feasible, list all of it’s suitable openings with the Maine Department of Labor.” This provision shall not
apply to employment openings which the contractor proposes to fill from within its own organization.
Two copies of a “Quarterly Report of New Hires” shall be prepared by the 7thof January, April,
July and October for the calendar quarter to which data pertains and sent to the local office of Maine
Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security.
A copy of the reporting form is attached to these instructions to bidders. These may be obtained
from the nearest office of the Maine Department of Labor serving the area.
Code of Fair Practices: Executive Order No. 11, dated July 1, 1972, requires that every state
contract for public works contain the following provisions: “During the performance of this contract, the
contractor agrees as follows:
1. The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry or age. Such action
shall include, but not be limited to the following: Employment, upgrading, demotions,
transfers , recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoffs or terminations, rates of pay
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or other forms of compensation, and selection for training including apprenticeship.

2. The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the contractor state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry,
or age.
3. The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of the workers with which
he has a collective or bargaining agreement, or other contract or understanding, whereby
he is furnished with labor for the performance of his contract, a notice, to be provided by
the contracting department or agency, advising the said labor union or worker’s
representative of the contractor’s commitment under this section and shall post copies of
the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and to applicants for
employment.”
The contractor will cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in all contracts for any work
covered by this agreement so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor.
15.
OSHA - Safety Regulations. This project is subject to compliance with all requirements of the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Volume 36, No. 105 of the Federal Register, U.S.
Department of Labor published Saturday, May 29, 1971, as amended.
16.

Any proposal that contains an escalation clause will be invalid.
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SUPPLEMENT TO SPECIAL PROVISIONS
EXECUTIVE ORDER #5
APPLICABLE TO “STATE CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS”
All state contracts negotiated on or after December 6, 1971 shall include a clause requiring the
contractor, or any subcontractor holding a contract directly under that contractor, to the maximum
feasible, to list all of its suitable openings with the Maine Department of Labor.
Such a clause will require the contractor and any subcontractor to list all job openings in his
organization in Maine, whether the jobs are generated by the contract or not. Excepted from listing will
be jobs which the contractor will fill:
1. Through promotion or transfer of employees already in his organization;
2. Through recall of former employees on layoff status;
3. Through a bona fide employer-union agreement which requires new hires to be made only
through union sources.
The contract will not require hiring only from applicants referred by the Maine Department of
Labor. The contractor will be free to make his own hiring decisions.
Reporting
To determine the effectiveness of the order in providing jobs for Vietman veterans, state
departments and agencies, contractors and their subcontractors will be required to file quarterly reports
with the Maine Department of Labor. These reports will indicate only the total number of individuals
hired during the reporting period and the number of personnel hired who were Vietnam-era veterans (in
service on or after August 5, 1964) who received other than a dishonorable discharge. Such reports will
be due not later than the 7thday of the month following the end of each calendar quarter (e.g. April 7,
1972 for the quarter ending March 31, 1972). Report forms (sample attached) will be available from the
Maine Department of Labor.
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QUARTERLY REPORT OF NEW HIRES

(To be completed by federal contractors and subcontractors subject to Executive Order 11598)
Number of Hires
1. Total New Hires
2. Vietnam-Era Veterans Hired
Quarter Ending:

Date Submitted:

These report forms are being supplied as a convenience to federal contractors and subcontractors to meet
their reporting requirements on hires in accordance with federal regulations (41 CFR 50-250)
implementing Executive Order 11598.
Instructions for Submittal of Report
Line 1 - Enter the total number of new hires, including Vietnam-era veterans, during the period
covered.
Line 2 - Enter the number of Vietnam-era veterans hired during the period covered.
Two copies of this report should be submitted to the local office of the Maine Department of
Labor serving the area by the 7thof the month following the calendar quarters to which data pertains. A
contractor or subcontractor with more than one establishment in a state may submit the quarterly reports
for all such establishments to the Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, 20
Union Street, 54 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0054.
Definitions
(1)
New hires are temporary or permanent additions to the employment roll or (a) anyone
who has never been employed by the organization, or (b) former employees who were not called back by
the employer or are not returning from military leave.
(2)
Vietnam-Era Veteran. A veteran separated on or after August 5, 1964 and who has
received other than a dishonorable discharge.
Any questions regarding this matter should be referred to the nearest office of the Department of Labor’s
Bureau of Employment Security.
SUBMITTED BY
N a m e o f F ir m

Signature

S tr e e t A d d r e s s

C it y , S ta t e , Z ip
T itle :

MA 5-82.1 (12/71)
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ATTACHMENT C

MUSEUM ADM INISTRATION OFFICE FIFTH FLOOR CULTURAL BUILDING
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